FASTER & AFFORDABLE
INTERNET AT SEA

Skyreach is legal Satellite Communication service provider for Indonesian water territory,
providing data/internet, voice, video, GPS tracking and IoT purpose. In addition, Skyreach
provides 24 hours monitoring support to make sure connectivity to your fleet always up. Our
onsite engineers stationed at many cities of Indonesia that may nearest to your fleet location to
ensure faster support for you.

Features:

Service Options:

Wide maritime coverages
Integrated satcomm & TVRO hardware
Best for: data, voice & video streaming
Connectivity: internet or private network
GPS positions & IoT

Frequency band using C-band & Ku-band
Metered, Unmetered or Hybrid

OUR COVERAGE

SAILINK ANTENNA
Using onboard
terminals with
advanced
technology and a
fully integrated
lower deck unit
that has better
and more reliable
features is also
easier to install.
Various antenna size (60cm, 80cm or 1 meter class)
are fully stabilized offers outstanding performance
and stability. Sailink service supports various
applications including internet access, email, data
transfer, web surfing, VolP, VPN security, etc. Suitable
for merchant vessels, fishing and offshore vessels,
luxury yachts, leisure boats and more.

Asia
South Asia
Indonesia
West Australia

Sailink services use 3 satellites covering the entire
territorial waters of Indonesia, Indian Ocean, South
China Sea to the Korean peninsula. Satellite orbital
locations that are in the most western and most eastern
regions of Indonesia can minimize interference or
obstruction of the antenna to the satellite which causes
disruption of the connection.
Skyreach may use C-Band or Ku-Band frequency over
various satellites to reach customers across Indonesia
and overseas.
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SAILINK NAVIGATOR
Vessel information from Sailink Navigator provide
accurate and real-time information data, such as :
Weather Information (Weather, Wind, Waves)
Vessel Information
Ship GPS Location, Heading, Speed and Distance
Travelled
Link Quality Information
Bandwidth Utilization Details
Link Usage Details

TRACKING, ETA CALCULATOR & IoT
We aware when sailing in the high sea, by any reason, the
valuable ships and it’s cargo should be monitored at all
time. Ship location, speed, track, weather, and cargos
condition should be assured in well condition upon
arrival at it’s destination.
Our continue development in VTrack, GPS tracking and
IoT, become an important solutions to help our customers
to be able to eye on their ships, operates efficiently,
manageable risk and eventually increases productivity
beyond expectation.

SAILINK MOBILE APPS
Sailink mobile app offers in-depth features & information
to ships owner.
Download Sailink by Skyreach via Google Play Store, and
get all features available on it, as follows:
Monitor ship service status
Information quota / bandwidth usage at ship
Check ship position (Link to Google Maps)
History data/ internet usage at Ship.
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